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Magneto-Optic Piston Effect

S. Dattagupta,* R. Ghosh,† and J. Singh‡

Light-induced drift of optically active atoms in a buffer gas is a consequence of the unequal diffu
frictions suffered by the excited and the ground-state atoms. This drift can be used to create an “o
piston,” which is best observed when the piston action is confined to a one-dimensional motion.
show that a novel way of realizing this phenomenon is to apply a magnetic field on charged a
atoms.
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The drift and diffusive motion of optically active two-
level atoms embedded in a dense buffer gas is a well st
ied problem. The “diffusion” occurs because of thermal
triggered random (velocity-changing) collisions with th
buffer-gas atoms, while the “drift” arises from the inte
action of the active atoms with incident optical radiatio
when there is a difference between the interaction pot
tials in the excited and ground states of the atoms. Th
the drift is proportional to�ze 2 zg� whereze andzg re-
fer to the effective rates of collisions in the excited (e)
and the ground state (g), respectively. This light-induced
drift (LID) [1] has been investigated both experimental
and theoretically, leading to important applications in is
tope separation [2], particularly in the astrophysical co
text [3].

The most dramatic manifestation of the drift occu
when the active atoms are excited by a narrow-ba
radiation field with a midfrequency red detuned wit
respect to the Doppler-broadened absorption line cen
of the atoms. The traveling laser beam excites tho
atoms which are Doppler shifted into resonance, and
excitation results in antiparallel fluxes of excited an
ground-state atoms. These two fluxes would cance
there were no buffer gas. But if the latter is prese
and the rate of collisions with the buffer gas is sta
dependent, e.g., if an excited atom has a larger collisio
cross section than a ground-state atom, the excited at
suffer a stronger collisional damping of speeds than
ground-state atoms. Thus the absorbing atoms acq
a net drift velocity opposite to their original Doppler
selected velocity and the active atoms are pushed forw
by the light. The buffer-gas particles are not affecte
by the optical field. The laser beam therefore cause
semipermeable piston action sweeping the active ato
through the buffer gas. This “optical piston effect” (OPE
[4] can be seen in optically dense atoms in a sufficien
long gas cell. This mechanical action of light on atom
is different from the well-known radiation pressure; th
LID pressure is much larger than the radiation pressu
since in the former, atomic instead of photon momenta
transferred. In this Letter we present a novel variant of t
OPE in which the active atoms are taken to be electrica
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charged and subject to an external magnetic field [
The latter causes cyclotron motion of the charged ato
because of the Lorentz force, which inhibits diffusio
in the plane normal to the magnetic field. Thus a
effective way to confine the optical piston action to aone-
dimensional motion along the cell axis, which is also the
direction of propagation of the optical beam, is to apply
magnetic field along the cell axis.

The central basis of the OPE is contained in the fo
lowing one-dimensional diffusion equation for the density
n�z, t� of the active atoms [6]:

≠

≠t
n�z, t� � Dg

≠2

≠z2 n�z, t� 2
≠

≠z
�u�z, t�n�z, t�� , (1)

whereDg is the diffusion coefficient for the ground-stat
atoms andu�z, t� is the drift velocity which, as mentioned
earlier, is proportional to�ze 2 zg�. The derivation of
Eq. (1) hinges on the assumption that the intensity
the incident light field is uniform over the cross sectio
of a long cell and that the light can select only thez
component (along the cell axis) of the velocity of th
active atoms out of a Doppler-broadened profile. W
demonstrate below that Eq. (1) ensues automatically wh
there is a magnetic field alongz and the cyclotron
frequency vc far exceedszg. The result is a new
mechanism for the piston phenomenon which we na
as the magneto-optic piston effect (MOPE).

To bring out the essential features of MOPE, w
follow the treatment of Nienhuis [6] in which the active
atoms are taken to have justtwo levels with a frequency
separation ofv0. A more realistic analysis would have
to take into account the multiplet structure of the atom
levels [7,8]. In our simplified picture, the time evolutio
of the atomic density matrixr�t� is governed by the
quantum Bloch equations arising from the atom-fie
couplings, as well as the classical stochastic motion
the atoms due to velocity-changing collisions with th
buffer gas. The problem is, however, simplified b
the fact that the quantum processes involving radiat
transitions occur on much faster time scales than
slow diffusionlike processes. The implied time-sca
separation allows one to first averager�t� over the



quantum fluctuations, and then consider the phase space
dynamics of the averaged r�t�. In doing the latter, we
assume the weak collision model in which the active
atoms are viewed heavier than the buffer atoms so that
the velocity changes occur in small steps and the collision
operator has the Fokker-Planck form [9]. The culmination
of all these steps is the following equation for the atomic
distribution function f��r, �y, t� [6,9]:
≠

≠t
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. (2)
In Eq. (2), m is the mass of the active atom, q is its
electric charge, �B is the applied magnetic field, T is the
temperature of the buffer gas, kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, and z ’s are the velocity-damping (diffusive fric-
tion) coefficients as before. f��r , �y, t� d �y is the density
of atoms at position �r , and with velocity between �y and
�y 1 d �y. On the right-hand side of Eq. (2), the first term
represents “ free-flow,” while the second term arises from
the Lorentz force due to the magnetic field �B. The last
term contains the interesting atom-field contribution char-
acterized by the so-called effective saturation parameter,

s��r, �y, t� �
B

A

Z
dv I�v; �r , t�P�v 2 �k ? �y� . (3)

In Eq. (3), B is the Einstein coefficient for stimulated
radiative transitions, A is the spontaneous decay rate, I is
the spectral intensity, and P�v� is the collision-broadened
absorption line shape, given by

P�v� �
1
p

Re

"
g 1

A

2
2 i�v 2 v0�

#
21

, (4)

g being the rate of collisional damping of the optical
coherence. Evidently, if ze equals zg, Eq. (2) reduces
to the usual equation of motion for a charge in a
magnetic field [9]. In general, however, ze exceeds zg
for neutral active atoms because excited atoms are bigger
than the ground-state atoms. Even for active ions in cases
discussed later in the paper, the same holds true. Thus
it is the last term of Eq. (2) that contains the effect of
light-induced drift, and makes a nonlinear contribution
because of the dependence of s��r, �y, t� on f��r , �y, t� via
the field intensity I��r , t� [cf. Eq. (3)]. There may be
examples in which zg . ze, as in the case of alkali
atoms interacting with neon, in which case the direction
of the drift velocity will reverse. One other remark is
in order. Since the active atoms are taken to be ionized
(e.g., Na1 or Ca1) they are expected to be surrounded
by negatively charged electrons forming a neutral plasma.
Normally these two components of the plasma have a
strong Coulomb coupling giving rise to what is called
“ambipolar” diffusion. Here, however, we consider a
dilute gas of active ions wherein the only important
collisions are those with a neutral buffer gas (e.g., Ca1

with buffer H). Besides, the ambipolar diffusion depends
on the characteristic spatial scale of the problem. Because
we have a weakly ionized plasma, and the effective range
of Coulomb interaction is reduced due to finite “screening
length,” ambipolar diffusion can be neglected.

Although Eq. (2) differs from the corresponding equa-
tion of Nienhuis [6] only by the Lorentz-force term,
the latter makes possible the important reduction of the
diffusion equation for the atomic density n��r, t� to the one-
dimensional form in Eq. (1). This can be seen by introduc-
ing the usual definitions of n��r, t� and the corresponding
current density (flux) �j��r , t� as

n��r, t� �
Z

d �y f��r, �y, t� , (5)

�j��r , t� �
Z

d �y �yf��r, �y, t� . (6)

Since the magnetic field does not change the thermal
velocity distribution [9], and we expect the drift velocity
to be much slower than the average thermal velocity, we
can factorize the atomic distribution function,

f��r, �y, t� � n��r, t�W� �y� , (7)

W� �y� being a Maxwellian. That the velocity distribu-
tion of the active atoms/ions differs only slightly from a
Maxwellian is an assumption which is valid in most ex-
periments [7]. Following Nienhuis [6] again, for times
t ¿ z 21

g , we can derive

�j��r , t� � 2Dg
≠

≠�r
n��r, t� 1 n��r , t� �u��r , t�

1
q

mzg
��j��r , t� 3 �B� , (8)

where Di ’s are the diffusion coefficients given by

Di �
kBT
mzi

�i � g, e� , (9)

and �u��r , t� is the “drift velocity,”

�u��r , t� � 2
�Dg 2 De�

De

Z
d �y �yW � �y�

s��r, �y, t�
1 1 2s��r, �y, t�

.

(10)

Again, Eq. (8) differs from the expression of Nienhuis by
the presence of the last term, which can be combined with
the left-hand side to yield the three Cartesian components



of �j. Finally, assuming �B to be along the z axis for
definiteness, we obtain from Eq. (8)

≠

≠t
n � Dg

≠2n
≠z2 1 DBD�n 2

≠

≠z
�nuz� 2

DB

Dg

3

"
≠

≠x
�ux 1 vctuy�n 1

≠

≠y
�uy 2 vctux�n

#
,

(11)

where n � n��r, t�, �u � �u��r , t�, D� � ≠2�≠x2 1 ≠2�≠y2,
DB � Dg��1 1 �vct�2�, t � z 21

g is the mean time be-
tween collisions, and vc � qB�m is the cyclotron fre-
quency. Since DB , Dg, the diffusion of the ions in the
cross �x, y� directions is less than that in zero magnetic
field. This transverse confinement of drift of ions in a laser
beam due to the suppression of cross diffusion provides the
critical input in our discussion of LID in the presence of a
magnetic field.

We further take the direction of propagation of the
laser beam to be along the �B field. In that case, P�v 2
�k ? �y� depends only on yz , and hence s in Eq. (3) also
depends only on yz . Because the Maxwellian distribution
W� �y� factors into three independent, symmetric velocity
distributions along the three Cartesian axes, Eq. (10)
implies that ux��r , t� � uy��r , t� � 0. Additionally, by
choosing a well-collimated beam, the intensity of which
is uniform in the xy plane normal to the beam direction,
we can take the saturation parameter to be s�z, yz , t�. This
makes the drift velocity, which is now along the direction
of propagation of the light beam, also a function of z only.
Finally, by taking the limit of a large magnetic field for
which vc ¿ zg, we recover Eq. (1) in which u�z, t� is the
z component of the drift velocity obtained from Eq. (10),
and n�z, t� is defined as

n�z, t� �
ZZ

dx dy n��r, t� . (12)

We may recall that the observation of the OPE requires
a long (capillary) cell geometry and depends on other
assumptions about the uniformity of the beam intensity
over the cross section of the cell [6], and negligible
interaction of the active atoms with the capillary walls
[1]. The application of a suitable magnetic field allows
us to bypass such requirements and leads naturally to the
one-dimensional diffusion equation (1).

From this point onwards, the analysis of MOPE is
identical to that of OPE in a one-dimensional system as
given in Ref. [6]. The intensity profile of the optical
radiation changes during propagation through the system
as the saturation effects give rise to different effective
absorption coefficients for different frequencies within
the bandwidth of the field. This leads to a spatially
nonuniform drift. We assume that the Doppler width
kȳ (k being the wave number and ȳ the mean thermal
velocity) is much larger than the homogeneous linewidth
�g 1 A�2� so that the spread in the selected velocity y
is small compared with thermal velocities (the Doppler
limit). Then the saturation parameter s�z, yz , t� is zero
unless the velocity yz is close to the selected velocity
yL � �vL 2 v0��k, vL being the laser frequency. The
evolution of the light intensity I�z, t� is then determined
by [6]

≠I�z, t�
≠z

�
2san�z, t�I�z, t�

�1 1 I�z, t��Isat�1�2 . (13)

In Eq. (13) sa is the unsaturated inhomogeneous
(Doppler) absorption cross section proportional to
the one-dimensional Maxwellian W�yL�, Isat �
h̄vLA��2sh� is the saturation intensity, and sh is
the homogeneous absorption cross section on resonance.
The drift term u�z, t�n�z, t� in Eq. (1) is given by

u�z, t�n�z, t� �
�Dg 2 De�

De

yL

h̄vL�A 1 Kg�
≠I�z, t�

≠z
,

(14)

where Kg is the thermalization rate for the ground-state
atoms. Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (14) yields the drift
velocity

u�z, t� �
�Dg 2 De�

De

yL

h̄vL�A 1 Kg�
sa

3
I�z, t�

�1 1 I�z, t��Isat�1�2 . (15)

The above analysis can also be carried out in the case
of strong collisions, i.e., when a single collision on
the average thermalizes the velocity distribution. The
corresponding result will be presented in a more detailed
paper.

For the stationary case of an optically dense system in a
closed cell of length L, optical piston action occurs when
the incident intensity J0 �

R
dv I�v; z � 0, t� is larger

than the transition value N��Lb�, where N is the total
number of active atoms per unit cross section of the cell,
and b � 2yL�Dg 2 De���DgDeh̄vLA�, yL being the
axial velocity of the active ions as before. The ions are
swept inside the cell and are driven along till the density
reaches the asymptotic value �bJ0�. For excitation in the
red Doppler wing, yL is negative and b is positive, and
the drift velocity u is proportional to 2yLW�yL� which is
maximum for yL � 2�kBT�m�1�2.

Having discussed the theory of MOPE, it is pertinent
to establish the feasibility of its observation in the
laboratory. Recall that the OPE has been observed in
Na-noble gas mixtures contained in a narrow capillary
[7,8,10,11], and the discrepancies between the predicted
and observed values are attributed to the nonuniformity
of the laser beam over the cross section of the capillary
and the effect of adsorption and desorption of atoms at
the capillary surface. For the observation of MOPE, we
instead consider a gas mixture of Ca with the lighter H or
He (for reasons of ready availability of relevant data for



the system as detailed below). Here the weak collision
limit is valid, but as stated earlier, a similar result can be
obtained for an active-buffer pair in the limit of strong
collisions as well. The required single-electron ionization
energy for Ca is 6.113 eV (or 589.84 kJ�mol), and it is
much below the ionization energy for the buffer atoms,
viz. 13.598 eV for H and 24.59 eV for He. For ionization
of the active atoms, a radio-frequency discharge may be
used. An intense laser beam, traveling along the cell axis
and tuned above a resonance in the ions (say, the Zeeman-
split 42S $ 42P of Ca1 subject to the selection rule
DF � 0, 61) then produces velocity-selective saturation
of the ions due to the Doppler effect, and because of
excitation-dependent collisions with the buffer gas, the
opposing fluxes of excited and unexcited ions will not
compensate each other.

A magnetic field B of about 2.5 T will produce a
cyclotron frequency vc � 6 3 106 s21 of the Ca1 ions.
The above analysis of MOPE will be valid for a low-
to-moderate rate of velocity-changing collisions, with a
zg � 5 3 105 s21 or lower. The condition vc ¿ zg is
required so that DB ø Dg in Eq. (11), and there is no
“ leakage” in the transverse directions. For a cyclotron
frequency of vc � 10zg, DB�Dg � 0.01, and the leakage
is substantially reduced.

Consider the Ca1 ions at a high temperature T of
5000 K, which yields an rms speed of y � 1.76 km�s.
Then for our chosen value of vc � 6 3 106 s21, the
radius rB of the transverse Landau orbit of an active ion
is y�vc � 0.29 mm. For the transverse confinement to
work efficiently, we need this rB# the radius of the laser
beam causing excitation of the ions. This condition is
easily satisfied in a realistic situation, with the typical
focused-beam radius being �1 mm.

The drift velocity is expected to be smaller for ions than
for neutral atoms since the collision cross sections do not
normally differ much in the excited and the ground states
of ions. The interaction for an ion–rare gas pair is much
longer range than that for a neutral atom–rare gas pair and
for large values of the range R, the ion induces a dipole
in the rare gas, and this 1�R4 interaction is independent
of the state of the ion [12]. Hence the relative change
of the collision (diffusion) cross section of the excited
state and the ground state �se 2 sg��sg for ionic states
is usually not very significant. Nasyrov and Shalagin [3]
have, however, pointed out that this may not be true at
high temperatures �5000 K (e.g., in stellar atmospheres)
when the role of polarization forces gets reduced, hence
the cross section of atom-ion collisions due to polarization
forces may become comparable with the usual gas kinetic
one. In this case the shortest distance between an atom
and an ion during a collision becomes comparable to the
size of the atomic/ionic electron shell, and the interaction
potential depends on the size and shape of the electron
shells. From the calculation of the interaction potential
between ions of Ca and neutral H [13], �se 2 sg��sg
is shown to be as high as 0.25. At the high temperature
considered above, it is estimated that at most half of the
buffer hydrogen will also be ionized. The expected drift
velocity in this case is at least 1 cm�s.

In summary, we have shown that a combination of the
cyclotron motion of charged active atoms in an applied
magnetic field and the usual light-induced drift due to
velocity-changing collisions with a buffer gas yields an
effective way to confine the optical piston action to a one-
dimensional motion. The magnetic field inhibits diffusion
of the active atoms in the plane normal to the field and
thus facilitates the observation of the piston effect.
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